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"With Keepit we have found a backup solution that secures
all of our employees' data, whether they are stored on their
workstation or in Office 365."
Michael Wax Due, IT manager at Konventum

At Konventum, all employees and teachers use Office
365. Konventum has applied Keepit backup to endpoints like desktops as well as Office 365.

solution could be adapted to these exact needs, as
Konventum did not need backup of the full Office 365
suite.

Keepit Backup Solution Adaptable to User Needs

Keepit's adaptability gives Wax Due the opportunity
to customize his backup solution for the needs that
Konventum has now and going forward. This is indeed a
flexible and economically beneficial solution for Konventum.

Konventum’s IT manager, Michael Wax Due, had
already used Keepit to secure backup of Konventum
endpoints, when he decided to expand the cooperation
with Keepit to include cloud backup for Office 365.
Konventum is using Office 365 for email, contacts and
calendar. It was therefore an advantage that Keepit's
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Rather than being completely dependent on Microsoft
as the only supplier of Office 365-related data solutions, Wax Due went for the best possible data security.
He decided to ensure Konventum's Office 365 data with
an independent backup.

The Challenge:
IT manager Michael Wax Due needed to ensure the
Office 365 data with a backup solution to a secondary location. The solution should also provide
automatic backup of endpoints.

Konventum chose Keepit because:
• Keepit ensures automatic backup of Office 365
as well as the users' local devices
• The backup solution could be adapted to the
exact needs now and in the future
• Keepit provides unlimited retention

"With Keepit, we now have independent backup at a
secondary location in the cloud, from where I can always restore data. It gives me reassurance and security," Wax Due explains.

Automatic Backup of Endpoints
A central IT policy at Konventum requires all files to be
stored on network drives. However, this policy can be
hard for Wax Due to enforce, because whenever employees work outside Konventum, their work is typically
stored locally on their own device. Wax Due experienced several times a malfunctioning PC or hard drive
resulting in an irrevocable loss of the employee’s work.
That’s why one of the most important criteria for Konventum was that the backup solution could also secure
the users' local PC. And when Wax Due investigated the
market for backup, Keepit was the only solution that
met this in a simple and affordable way.
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Keepit - Perfect for Sharing Documents
Over time, Konventum discovered that with Keepit follows a number of great features, in addition to traditional backup. One of the features Wax Due highlights is
the possibility of using Keepit as a sharing service. Konventum is now using Keepit as an alternative to OneDrive and Dropbox, that the teachers used previously.
"Our experience is that with Keepit the teachers can
easily share materials in the cloud. Compared to the
usual sharing services, Keepit allows them plenty of
storage space to share materials. At the same time
it enables me as IT manager to have central control,
which I did not have with the personal sharing services
that employees used before," Wax Due explains.
"It has become much easier for our teachers to share
materials with students: 3 clicks and the material is in
the cloud and can be downloaded by students. It really
is a function that the teachers appreciate," Wax Due
stresses.

Unlimited Retention an Appreciated Feature
Wax Due is happy that Keepit allows for the archiving of
data as long as it may be required.
The unlimited retention period is just one of the features
that distinguishes Keepit's solution from what Office
365 customers are offered by Microsoft. If, for example,
a user accidentally deletes an important e-mail or file
and realizes this too late, there are no restore options
offered by Microsoft in Office 365.

location of the Office 365 data as well as data stored
on local devices. Keepit allows Wax Due to restore any
data at any time, including data from the past - a security that Microsoft could not give him.
Wax Due's decision to choose a single backup supplier
to cover Konventum’s backup needs goes hand-inhand with Keepit’s vision of securing the digital company.
At Konventum, the teachers praise Keepit's ease-ofuse and the fact that they can easily share even large
documents with each other internally and externally. At
the same time, Keepit’s sharing feature gives Wax Due
central control of the data shared in the cloud.

For more information and your free trial visit:
www.keepit.com/microsoft-office365

Konventum has experienced these benefits using Keepit:
• Security for Office 365 data as well as everything users store locally on their PC
• An easy way to share data
• Central IT management with Keepit as
sharing service
• A user-friendly solution that is easy to understand even for less IT-savvy users

Keepit is Easy to Setup and Use
Konventum’s experience is that Keepit has been very
easy to install and get started with. As soon as Wax Due
had configured Keepit, the daily backup was running
automatically. According to Wax Due, users have found
it easy to get started using Keepit.
"It is really nice that the solution is so easy and accessible for our users. Not all our employees are IT-savvy, so
for them it is important that the solutions we provide are
easy to use. And Keepit is," he stresses.

The Right Solution for Konventum
At Konventum, IT manager Michael Wax Due feels reassured that Keepit has secured backup on a secondary
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